
Our RV Vacation

August 29 - October 10, 2005



Our RV Vacation

Moving back to Australia from the United States takes time.  Sure, Qantas can fly us home in 

less than a day, but there's no point in rushing when our clothes, our furniture, our ... everything 

really, are in a shipping container, not yet begun it's two month voyage across the Pacific 

Ocean.

So, what to do?  We had been considering an RV vacation for some time.  Originally, we had 

grand visions of a road trip, taking in the entire USA.  Returning from a jaunt to the auto club, a 

map of the United States was hung on the wall.  We quickly realized that our grand vision 

needed to be scaled down.  With just six weeks of vacation and a two year old onboard, our 

daily driving time would be limited.

We chose to visit National Parks of the western states, namely California, Oregon, Washington, 

Nevada and Arizona.  Our journey took us through a variety of climates, sights and destinations.  

Breezy ocean vistas, beautiful wildlife, deep green forests, historical landmarks, a snow storm 

and a sweltering desert were some of the many things we had the great pleasure of 

experiencing.  While visiting friends and family along the way, we saw the nation's lowest point 

and the world's tallest tree, all while bringing the comforts of home on the road with us.

For your enjoyment we present a chronicle of our time on the road in the Winnebago we called 

home for six weeks, casa ruedas. 

Ryk, Cristina and Gabriel                                                                   October 1st, 2006, Brisbane
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Week One              August 29th - September 4th

Ryk collected the 35 foot Winnebago RV from Family RV in San Jose, while the final move-out cleaning was 
done at the Aura Way house in Los Altos, California.  When Gabriel saw the RV he called it “daddy truck”.  
Cristina explained to him that this was a “casa en ruedas” (house on wheels) and he started calling it the “casa 
truck”.  Eventually he settled on “casa ruedas”.  

The following day we had lunch in Shoup Park with the Spanish playgroup for the last time, dropped off our 
suitcases at Gaby!s house and then set out on our journey.  Travelling north through San Francisco we drove to 
Novato where we joined Hugo and family for a farewell BBQ.  Gabriel was able to play with his (third) cousins, 
Benjamin and Zachary, whom we would meet again later in our trip.

For the first week of our vacation we went north along the California coastline and into Oregon.  We spent time at 
Jepson Winery, sampling their offerings and taking some wine away with us, to enjoy later.  The scenery 
changed from the rolling golden hills of the Bay Area, to tall redwood trees and perhaps pine or fir trees.

We visited an 1,800 year old redwood tree, known as the Grandfather Tree,  walked the Revelation Trail at 
Redwoods State Park and climbed a little way up the Elephant Tree.  Deer and elk graced us with their 
presence, before we continued onward to Oregon.

After stopping at the Cape Blanco lighthouse, which marks the most western point along the Oregon coastline, 
we continued up Route 101, driving through the coastal fog and into Yachats, where we had a beach-front 
campsite and spent time looking for star fish in the tide pools and frolicking on the beach.

Our first week ended in Salem - known for its Witch trials in the 1600s - where we used the laundry facilities and 
rode a taxi downtown, for dinner at a Thai restaurant.
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The night was a bit chilly 
and so was the morning; 
the whole area was 
covered in fog. We walked 
down the Revelation Trail 
seeing lots of enormous 
coastal redwoods and 
ferns. Ryk and Gabriel 
climbed up the lower part 
of the "Elephant Tree". We 
also got to see Deer and 
Elk.

September 1st and 2nd, 2005
Prairie Creek Redwoods State Park,
California.
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September 3rd, 

2005

We went to the 

Cape Blanco light- 

house, just north of 

Port Orford, the 

most western point 

in Oregon. It was a                     

foggy day at the 

lighthouse. Gabriel 

liked going up and 

down the spiral 

staircase inside the 

lighthouse tower.  



We went to a tide pool 
that had star fish and                         
other sea creatures. Gabriel 
played with his trucks in 
the sand and with his 
bucket and shovel. At 
night, we saw Venus and                           
Jupiter.

Gabriel enjoyed kicking the 
beach ball as well as 
getting his feet wet with 
"agua fria".

September 3rd and 4th, 2005
Yachats, Oregon
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Week Two                        September 5th to 11th

Leaving Salem we drove north on Route 5 past farms and lumber yards. Gabriel was wide awake on that day 
and entertained himself in the back of the RV with a book and sticker bag he made while we travelled.  We spent 
the night on the shores of Mayfield Lake in Harmony, before continuing onward to Mount Rainier National Park 
the next day.  

After a picnic lunch amongst the deep green old growth forest, we walked on the half mile Hot Springs trail to see 
the waterfall.  Gabriel must have thought he was in a real-life Dora episode as he hiked along chanting “forest, 
river, waterfall”.

The following day we took the RV to the Paradise area of the Mount Rainier National Park. The views of the 
snow-covered mountain were spectacular! There was a large visitors center and an old-fashioned Inn at the top, 
from which you can take several hikes to see the mountain views. We went up the Alta Vista trail and walked 
quite a long way with Gabriel.  There were many beautiful butterflies, as well as plants showing their autumn 
colors.                                                  
                                                                                 
We drove up to Seattle to visit Cristina's second cousin Natalie and her family.  We spent an afternoon with 
Natalie and her boys; Gabriel's (third) cousins, Benjamin and Zachary, whom we had seen a week earlier in 
Novato.  Hugo and Becky were also here. Gabriel had a lot of fun playing with Benjamin and all of his toys and 
after Chad arrived, we all enjoyed a BBQ.  Gabriel was too busy playing to eat any dinner!

We had a short drive to North Cascades National Park.  Near the park the road runs parallel to the turquoise 
waters of the Skagit river.  It rained all day and into the night.  Ryk woke up sick and Gabriel was coughing so we 
took it easy in the RV.  Painting, drawing, and crafts are fabulous for rainy days!   

After driving to the Gorge waterfalls and doing the short lookout hike, and then went to the Diablo lake lookout, to 
see the beautiful turquoise waters amid the snow-capped mountains.  We stopped at Newhalem to see a 1928 
steam locomotive.  The next day we drove Route 20 to Keystone and rode the vehicle ferry to Port Townsend, 
where we stayed at Fort Warden, took care of laundry and roasted marshmallows on the camp fire.
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We walked to the lake 
and Gabriel said "lago 
serpientes estornuda", 
reciting part of the 
dialogue from an                                
episode of Dora la 
Exploradora!

We went to Mount 
Rainier National Park and 
had a lunch picnic 
amongst a deep green old 
growth forest.

September 5th to 7th, 2005
Harmony Lake & Mount Rainier 
National Park, Washington
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The park's Visitor Center 
has got to be the nicest 
one we have seen in 
National parks, with wall 
maps, 3D terrain maps of 
the park, exhibits about 
the trees, fauna and flora, 
kids activities, and a 
Ranger with a sense                      
of humor.

Diablo Lake.

September 9th & 10th, 2005
North Cascades National Park,Washington
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We stopped at Newhalem 
to see a 1928 steam                  
locomotive. Gabriel had lots 
of fun playing on this 
huge train. 

With cars, trucks and 
RVs, we rode the Keystone 
to Port Townsend ferry.

We have a lot of toys in 
the RV for Gabriel!

September 10th & 11th, 2005Newhalem, Washtington and Fort Warden State Park, Washington
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Week Three                    September 12th to 18th

Before leaving Port Townsend we hiked over to the Point Wilson lighthouse and took a leisurely stroll along the 
beach, back to the Fort.  We had a short drive to Olympic National Park, through the Port Angeles entrance.  This 
World Heritage listed park was established in 1938 and is 95% wilderness. We found a good campsite with lots 
of light streaming through an opening in the forest canopy.  Ryk lit a campfire and we toasted marshmellows.                                                                    
                                                                                 
The next morning we moved on to Hurricane Ridge for the spectacular views of Mount Olympus.  After lunch we 
went towards Lake Crescent and stopped at the Marymere Falls trail.  Gabriel wasn't in the mood for hiking so 
Ryk went ahead to see the falls, while Gabriel dawdled in the scrub. We followed Lake Crescent to find our 
campground for the night.  The following day was a long drive, stopping only for lunch.  We were greeted in 
Rochester by countless cop cars with their lights flashing.  A bank had been robbed! For dinner we went to a 
Dairy Queen with a huge playground.  Gabriel had a small hamburger and ice cream, before playing with Ryk in 
the playground.

Close to Salem on our way back south, we stopped at a Walmart Super Store to look for a toy truck for Gabe and 
to re-stock our marshmellow supply.  “You can't take it all with you” was a saying foreign to the folks in the RV 
beside us.   The following morning we started out toward Crater Lake.  A small town called Oakridge in the 
middle of nowhere had a large McDonald's playground, so we stopped there for lunch. Gabriel made friends 
with an almost three year-old who spoke English and some Spanish, "vamos niño, let's go", he'd say. We 
stopped in the early afternoon at a campground that had no one other than the campground host and us staying 
there!  With cold and rainy conditions outside, we did lots of crafts and painting, as well as building a wooden 

train, #35, the "Kai Express".  Gabriel calls himself Kai and it was Ryk's 35th birthday.

We drove along the Rim of Crater Lake and had lunch at one of the lookouts.  There was a storm coming across 
the lake.  Parts of the lake were hard to see while others had sunshine. At night, we stayed outside the National 
Park, next to Diamond Lake, and enjoyed pizza and salad at a local joint.  We had their old jukebox blasting out 
Abba and Gloria Estefan!  

Our week ended quietly, reading books at the campsite, while Gabriel played in the dirt with his cars and trucks.
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We drove the Rim                         
drive around the lake. We 
had all sorts of weather: 
sun, hail, more sun, snow 
and wind!  There was a 
storm coming into the 
lake, some parts of the 
lake were hard to see 
while others had sunshine.  

Ryk went hiking to the 
Watchman's Tower and 
we saw many chipmonks.

September 17th & 18th, 2005Crater Lake National Park, Oregon.
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Week Four                     September 19th to 25th

This week required a lot of driving to visit the next parks on our list.  After our first day of driving, we arrived at 
Yreka where Gabriel enjoyed the small playground at the RV park and discovered he could roll his toy cars 
down the slide.  He played with a 4 year old boy, and later a 5 year old girl, both local kids that lived in the RV 
park. "Don't forget my name, Tatiana", the little girl said when she had to leave.

The next morning we drove into Lassen Volcanic National Park.  Lassen Peak, the world's largest plug dome 
volcano, erupted in May 1914. We went for a walk around Lake Manzanita, a 1.3 mile trail. We got to see many 
orange butterflies, a clear lake, pines of different species and some deer. "Lake, forest, blueberries", Gabriel 
chanted repeatedly. After seeing the lake and crossing through a "forest", he asked for blueberries when we 
arrived back at the RV, just like another episode of Dora the Explorer.

Early the following day we drove out to the base of Lassen Peak.  While Ryk hiked to the summit, Gabriel and 
Cristina stayed in the RV taking it easy. On the hike back down, butterflies were cascading down the mountain, 
across the trail, all the way to the car park. Around half way down they seemed to be most concentrated, with 
literally hundreds of orange butterflies per minute gliding and fluttering past.  In the afternoon we went to the 
Sulphur Works to see bubbling mudpies, rocks of red, yellow and white, and steaming fumaroles. 

The next couple of days were spent on long drives taking us to Yosemite.  We drove into Yosemite through the 
Tioga Pass, which we had not done before.  The views of Half Dome and the Valley were very nice.  The Chapel 
in Yosemite valley was hosting a wedding as we arrived. 

On our first morning in Yosemite, we rode the free bus service around the main destinations in the Valley.  
Gabriel was very excited to travel by bus today.  In a meadow close to the Chapel,  Gabriel took his nap, while 
Ryk wandered around taking photos, including a trip to the middle of a river to take a panorama of Half Dome.  
The weather was warm, the skies were deep blue and the views of valley rock walls and trees were marvellous.

Before Gabriel went to sleep he asked "quieres pasear en bus?" (Do you want to go in a bus?) which was his 
way of saying "I want to ride in a bus again".
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Week Five         September 26th to October 2nd

We woke to cloudy skies for our drive out of Yosemite.  As we headed for Tioga Pass it began to rain.  By the 
time we arrived to Tenaya Lake it was almost snowing!  A cool autumn day soon resembled a white winter day.  
Snow fell, as if it was Christmas!  Snow today. Desert tomorrow ...

On the road to Death Valley we saw a very nice playground next to the highway, at the outskirts of the city of 
Lone Pine. It was perfect for kids Gabriel's age; we played there for over an hour.  Going east there was a 
change of scenery.  At 4,000 feet there were hardly any trees and most vegetation was short.  We drove across 
two mountain ranges, with the weather getting warmer the further east we travelled.  Soon we came upon rocky 
mountains and cactus plants.  We arrived to Death Valley National Park, known for its hot, dry weather, its sand 
dunes, and for the lowest place on earth. At Mesquite Flat sand dunes Gabriel could not believe his eyes.  More 
and more sand as he kept walking ("y mas sand, si, mas sand", he'd say).

After a hot night of broken sleep, we decided to cut our trip to this park short and leave after visiting some of the 
main attractions: Zabriskie Point and Badwater.  We drove Highway 178 out of the park passing many mountains 
ranges in a variety of colors.  Ryk started hallucinating, seeing ice cream in these mountains: caramel, chocolate 
swirl, double chocolate, cookies with cream...                         
                                                                                 
We crossed into Nevada and found a nice RV park in Las Vegas, run by Best Western. The park had a pool and 
a hot tub which we indulged in.  We enjoyed the pool today.  Gabriel had a lot of fun with the beach ball and we 
over-indulged at a buffet in one of the casino's several restaurants.

The following morning we drove to the Harrison's.  We spent all day at Anna and John's house; breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner.  Gabriel had a wonderful time playing with Preston's toys, in particular, the large Thomas the Tank 
push car, the fire truck, and some small cars.  Gabriel and Preston also enjoyed racing each other.  "One, two, 
three, go!" and off they would run from one end of the backyard to the other.

Leaving Las Vegas, we headed to the Grand Canyon, stopping overnight in Seligman on Route 66.  When we 
arrived at the Grand Canyon, we parked the RV at our campsite and rode the buses to see some of the sights.
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After taking flight from the sweltering heat of Death Valley, we took great pleasure in rejuvenating in the 
spa and pool at the RV park.

                                                                                                                     Las Vegas, Nevada
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We spent the day at John 
and Anna Harrison's house 
in Las Vegas: breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner; all day!
Gabriel and Preston had a 
great time playing with 
each other.

On our journey east 
towards the Grand 
Canyon, we stopped to see 
the sights, at the Hoover 
Dam.

September 30th & October 1st, 
2005

Las Vegas, Nevada & on the road in 
Arizona through the Hoover Dam
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On Route 66, Gabriel took 
some time out to trade 
toys and play with a new 
friend at the RV park 
playground. 

We arrived at the Grand 
Canyon.  To get around we 
rode buses or walked while 
Gabriel napped in the 
stroller.

October 1st to 3rd, 2005
Route 66, Seligman on the way to 
the Grand Canyon, Arizona
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Week Six                               October 3rd to 9th

We spent our first full day at the Grand Canyon riding the buses to see the sights.  Gabriel loves riding the bus.  
While he napped in his stroller, we walked along the Rim to Pipe Creek Point to watch Californian condors riding 
the wind.  Later we went to Yavapai Point to witness the canyon walls change color at sunset.  Awesome!

The next day we drove the RV.  We visited the Watchtower at Desert View and the Tusayan Ruins from 1185 AD.  
Cristina and Gabriel rode the Grand Canyon Railway down to Williams while Ryk drove the RV to meet them at 
the end of the line.  Aboard the train there was a staged “robbery”.  Gabriel spent time in the aisles of the train 
playing with Thomas, Annie, Clarabel and several other of his trains that he took on the journey.

We had dinner after the train arrived in Williams and then started off toward Seligman where we planned to 
spend the night.  Unfortunately, the RV broken down.  Several frightening hours on the side of the interstate 
ensued, until we were finally towed to Flagstaff.  Early the following morning, we were towed to a Ford 
dealership for repairs.  We rented a car and spent time driving the famous Route 66, ate lunch at an excellent 
Mexican restaurant and visited a Deer Farm.  Late in the day we collected the RV and spent another night in 
Flagstaff, before heading off the next morning to make up time and get back on schedule.

Across the Mohave desert and through the Sierra Nevada mountains we saw the gradual change of terrain and 
vegetation.  Just outside Bakersfield we stopped at a farm that had a Pumpkin Patch for the approaching 
Halloween.  Gabriel got to play on kid-sized tractors and we all had fun.

After a night in Bakersfield, we hit the road to Sequoia National Park, to visit the tallest tree in the world - General 
Sherman.  With a sugar buzz from a bag of fire-roasted marshmellows and a drunken haze from a bottle of wine, 
we settled in for our coldest night on the road. The three of us slept together to keep warm.

In the morning we drove the scenic General Highway to Grant Grove and then on to the San Luis Reservior, not 
far from the Bay Area.  We had to return the RV the next morning.  The Reservoir had a giant pier and was 
empty.  Throwing caution to the wind, Ryk let Gabriel sit on his lap and take control of the RV, swerving his way 
along the pier back to dry land.  And with that, apart from returning the RV, our vacation had come to an end.
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We drove the RV along 
the canyon rim today and 
visited the Watchtower at 
Desert View.  Gabriel and 
Cristina rode the Grand 
Canyon Railway train 
down to Williams where 
we drove the RV again and 
broke down on I-40.  

We had an unexpected day 
in Flagstaff while the RV 
was repaired.

October 4th and 5th, 2005
Gand Canyon, Arizona &Flagstaff, Arizona
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A day behind schedule and 
further east than we ever 
intended to travel, today 
was all about making up 
lost time and getting back 
on schedule.  The long day 
was hard on Gabriel.  We 
had to play DVDs toward 
the end of the day to keep 
him relaxed.  Winding 
down at the campsite's 
Caboose was just what 
Gabriel needed!

October 6th, 2005
Barstow Calico KOA, Yermo, California
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We stopped at a Mojave 
park to let Gabriel play 
and to borrow someone's 
wireless internet 
connection.

Near Bakersfield we 
stopped at a local farm 
that had a pumpkin patch. 
Gabriel got to play with                    
toy tractors. He had seen 
many tractors and was 
eager to ride on one.              

October 7th, 2005
On the road to Bakersfield, California
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